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   What’s New in VFA Auditor v4.9          May 2014 
 
Overview 
 
VFA Auditor v4.9 represents the first phase of Mobile Approval 
Support. This release enhances how VFA’s assessors (and some 
clients) use the product and is the foundation for more advanced 
future functionality.  
 
Although much of the development effort was focused on Mobile 
Approval, the team was able to include a few highly requested 
features that will help make the data collection process easier and 
more streamlined.  
 
The Product Team is excited to hear how our clients are leveraging the solution to keep their facility 
data up to date, and remain committed to making an increasingly robust and easy to use solution.  
 
 
Mobile Approval – Phase I 
 

• Now clients can enable select users to collect and approve facility assessment information 
right from the Auditor Mobile app.  

 
• New functionality detects when users are setup as both the Survey “Responder” and 

“Approver” - enabling an “Approve” button.  
 

• Users can confirm Survey Approvals are processed (changes applied to VFA Facility) using a 
new status window.  

 
• Future functionality (Scheduled for December 2014) will empower Survey Approvers to use the 

Mobile app to review submitted surveys for Approval or Rejection. Today that activity is limited 
to the Online Survey screens within VFA Facility.  
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Updated Mobile Library Content – Site Linear Systems 
 
Although VFA library updates are instantly available within Auditor we wanted to highlight this new set 
of content that was made available a few weeks ago. VFA will be publishing additional content 
updates through out the year to enhance existing System offerings and, as in this case, adding new 
ones.  
 

A. 200+ New System Models (Uniformat G) are now available when you re-load the Mobile 
Library (simply press the Load button in Settings) 

 
B. 20+ New Uniformat Categories for quick navigation to the desired System model 

 
C. Over 1,000 New Requirement Models empowering assessors with pre-configured, site related 

deficiencies, when assessing facilities.  
 

 
 
 
Enhanced System Details and Interaction  
 

• New System Condition Field – This new field was introduced in VFA Facility’s last release 
and is now available within Auditor.  

 
o Clients can configure their own Condition 

ratings (beyond the default Good – Fair – 
Poor) to match organization specific 
condition ratings.  

 
o Capturing Condition provides another 

metric to evaluate Systems and now this 
data can be captured during the Auditor 
assessment process.    
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• Copy Support for Custom Systems – The Copy feature is a handy feature that has been 

available since the Mobile app was developed. Up until now, Copying was limited to VFA 
Library-based or “Linked” Systems. This release expands the Copy feature to support any 
System (Standard or Custom).  

 
o Copying Systems allows users to quickly “split” a System to represent different vintages 

and conditions. It is a recommended best practice when a more accurate representation 
of the building is desired.  

 
 
Enhanced access to “Split” Requirement feature 
 

• The “Split” Requirement feature is now accessible from wherever you have Requirement data.  
o Asset Requirement List – An aggregate view of ALL Requirements within a Survey. 
o System Requirement List – Requirement list associated with a single System. 
o Requirement Detail View – Where all Requirement details reside.  

 
• Auditor v4.7 introduced the “Split Requirement” feature last year allowing users to split a (non-

renewal) Requirement to represent partial work completed.  
 

• Client feedback highlighted the fact that the feature was only available on a single screen, 
forcing needless navigation to perform the split. We’re happy to report this release removes 
that limitation – happy splitting! 
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Thank you for your support and continue to send along product feedback and suggestions to 
help@vfa.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


